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Fujitec’s GLVF-D is ideal for mid-rise to high-rise applications and offers a myriad of options.
 We’ve combined over 60 years of technical innovation with today’s sophisticated  technology to 
produce the industry’s smoothest ride quality, dependability and safety. 
Our accumulated technology is specially utilized in the control panel and traction machine which 
are the core system of GLVF-D, for ultimate elevator performance. 

Original and Advanced Elevator Control Technology
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 FLEX-NX Advanced System for Traffic Solution
Fujitec has newly employed the Virtual Passenger 
Optimization Method, which virtually calculates the 
long-range waiting time of each passenger, based 
on extrapolated passenger arrival rates by travel 
direction at each floor, from past learned data in 
order to execute the group supervisory control. 
The system probabilistically extrapolates the 
number of passengers who arrive later at a stop 
where a hall call had already been registered or 
passengers who arrive at a stop where no hall call 
had been registered and then the system compre-
hensively calculates the passenger waiting time.
With such a design, it is possible to accurately 
reflect and predict the traffic situation of the whole 
building for the elevator traffic control, thereby 
enabling a reduction in the average daily waiting 
time for all passengers by up to 10%.

VVVF Door Operator
Fujitec has developed its own exclusive door operation 
controlled by high efficient inverter system.
Furthermore, the adoption of closed-loop signal 
feedback control enables smooth and precise door 
operation.

The latest printed circuit board which is the proprietary product of 
Fujitec has improved not only reliability by featuring the RISC chip, 
but also performance by enabling higher processing than in our 
conventional products.
A smoother riding experience has been ensured by building the 
position/speed control with a two-degrees-of-freedom (2 DOF) control 
system in a closed-loop system where the encoder signals are fed 
back, and by simultaneously controlling responsiveness and suppres-
sion of external disturbance.

Fujitec Technologies in GLVF-D



GLFV-D

Regeneration - to - Power Device
A PWM converter is featured in high-speed models, which returns 'regenerated' power that is generated by the 
motor during the full-load down operations to the power supply unit. The regenerated power contributes to the 
overall reduction in power consumption since it can be used by other electric power equipment installed in the 
building. The power consumption can be reduced by about 35%, compared to an elevator system that is not 
provided with a PWM converter.

Fujitec, as a specialized manufacturer of elevator, has newly developed PM 
gearless machine with it's state-of-art technology. 

PM Gearless Machine

Less Pollution
Machine oil is no more required for gearless machine. 
By eliminating machine oil, PM-Gearless system contributes to cleaner machine 
room, free from hazardous waste, and thus, environment friendly.

Energy Saving 
Fujitec's exclusive inverter monitors heat dissipation from an inverter and turn off 
the cooling fun when it is not necessary. 
This newly adopted system minimizes the energy loss.       
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  “The Plasmacluster Ion Technology”has been utilized.
 “The Plasmacluster Ion ” is a trademark of Sharp Co.,Ltd.

Plasmacluster 

Plasmacluster
ion generating element

Plasmacluster
ion generating element

Detail of the section

Ventilating system

Plasmacluster
ion generating element Ventilating system

Ventilating opening

Plasmacluster ion

Fan

Elevator Plasmacluster TM Ion Generating System
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Fujitec’s IONFUL  is a revolutionary air cleaning technology designed to refresh air quality in the cab environment. This technology can 
provide cleaner air more efficiently than conventional ventilation systems. Elevator cabs can be a safe haven for unwanted odors and 
toxins. Incorporating the Plasmacluster   Ion generator into the ventilation system of the elevator car can refresh the air similar to the way 
nature cleans the environment by emitting a balance of positive and negative ions. The  system is designed to treat the air in your elevator 
car in a manner similar to the way nature cleans the environment, like just after a thunderstorm. This technology sends Plasmacluster   Ions 
into the entire cab through the cab’s ventilation system, effectively restoring the natural balance of ions in the air. 

® 

™

™

VONIC

Liquid Crystal Display

Multiple Beam

74% of the elevator accidents have happened around the 
door. Infra-red beams will run the full opening height like a 
beam curtain. If any of the beams is interrupted, the closing 
doors will stop and re-open. 
It enhances the detect ability of a person or an object 
during closing the doors.

For car operating panel, a full color “LCD ” can be adopted.
In addition to the car position and the direction of the travel, multiple information 
such as door opening and closing alert, overloaded warning and emergency 
instructions, etc. can be indicated.

- Strengthen the Safety Around the Doors

- Automatic Voice Announcement System
By synthesized voice, automatic announcement system informs 
passengers of the car directions, floor arrival, door opening and 
closing, emergency instructions, etc.

- High-quality Visual Confirmation

Status of Elevator Accidents
Building Safety Division, Developers Guidance Office, Department 
of Housing and City Development, Osaka Prefectural, Japan (2006)

Dragging due to a 
contact with the doorAccidents except 

around the door

Pinching by the closing door

Such as a collision 
or a contact with the 
closing door

74% 
of the elevator 
accidents have 
happended 
arounde the door.

（Optional specification）
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Ceiling Type
CTT-18CE
Painted steel sheet（TN-95）
Fluorescent lamp with milky-white resin cover

Car Wall/Car Door Hairline finished stainless steel 
Entrance Column(Integrated) Hairline finished stainless steel 
Kick Plate Hairline finished stainless steel
Sill
Floor Vinyl tile (thickness 2mm)
Fan Cross-flow fan
Car Operating Board COB-Y19ACFC

Button CP-A1 

Extruded aluminum

Pictures shown in the figure are the effect pictures, the final colors of these products shall subject to the color card provided by us. 
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CTT-18CF

Car Wall/Car Door Hairline finished stainless steel 
Entrance Column(Integrated) Hairline finished stainless steel 
Kick Plate Hairline finished stainless steel
Sill
Floor Vinyl tile (thickness 2mm)
Fan Cross-flow fan
Car Operating Board COB-Y19ACFC

Button CP-A1 

Extruded aluminum

Painted steel sheet（TN-95）
Fluorescent lamp with translucent resin cover

- Standard Specification - 
Car Design

Ceiling Type
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Machine Room Elevator

Painted steel sheet(T72-70D)
Milky-white resin lamp cover
Fluorescent lamp

White light will be emitted through 
the tidy transparent pane, 
which can deliver the felling of 
brevity and lucidity as well as 
unostentatious.

Car door & Car wallCar door & Car wall

Mirror finished Titanium-Gold 
color stainless steel
Entrance column & TransomEntrance column & Transom

Car door & Car wallCar door & Car wall

Entrance column & TransomEntrance column & Transom

Painted steel sheet(T22-30D)
Milky-white resin lamp cover
Fluorescent lamp

The perfect collocation of three 
groups of illumination (indirect, 
semi-indirect and direct) can 
romance the traditional sentiment 
with mysterious atmosphere. 
The classic and dignified space 
is pleasing to both the eye and 
the mind.

Car door & Car wallCar door & Car wall

Entrance column & TransomEntrance column & Transom

Hairline finished stainless steel 
(without etching) + rear central 
panel: mirror-finished stainless 
steel (without etching)

Hairline finished stainless steel 

Painted steel sheet (middle: 
HS-C18CV) + front & rear: 
mirror-finished stainless steel 
(both sides: HS-S18CV)
Milky-white resin lamp cover
Fluorescent lamp

Car door & Car wallCar door & Car wall

Entrance column  & TransomEntrance column  & Transom

Mirror-finished stainless steel

Mirror-finished stainless steel 

The soft curve can set off the 
exquisite atmosphere by contrast. 
The plain, neat and elegant 
color and soft light delivers 
uncommon taste, the laconic 
line is especially compatible 
with the decoration styles in 
Western and Eastern cars. The 
raised roof can enlarge the car 
space and bring more comfortable 
feeling.

Painted steel sheet (middle: 
TN-95) + chrome-plated frame 
+ front & rear: mirror-finished 
stainless steel + (both sides: 
HS-S18CW)
Milky-white resin lamp cover

The chrome-plated metal frame 
and lattice-window illumination 
will increase the third dimension 
of the car space. The light 
enriched with metal feeling will 
shine the elegant taste.

Car door & Car wallCar door & Car wall

Entrance column & TransomEntrance column & Transom

Hairline finished stainless steel
with etching + Rear central panel: 
mirror-finished stainless steel 
(without etching)

Hairline finished stainless steel 

Actual color may vary slightly from the color shown in the pictures.

•Mirror-finished stainless steel 
•White transparent board 
•Fluorescent lamp
The hollow circular pattern 
is designed in the Nordic 
style, i.e. concise and simple. 
Mirror reflection of light from 
white transparent board makes 
the space much brighter. 

Car door & Car wallCar door & Car wall

Entrance column  & TransomEntrance column  & Transom

Mirror-finished stainless steel

Mirror-finished stainless steel 

•Mirror-finished stainless steel
•Transparent organic lamppost 
•Fluorescent lamp
Mirror-finished stainless steel, 
concave inward layer by layer, 
is installed with bright transparent 
lampposts in the center with 
soft light around, rendering the 
mysterious color and a sense 
of scattered space. 

Car Design

Painted steel sheet(HS-810G)
+mirror-finished stainless steel
Transparent resin block
Fluorescent lamp

The light emitted from the 
transparent resin illumination 
makes the car more bright and 
elegant, while showing the 
sumptuous temperament of the 
building. The compact and tidy 
geometrical composition can 
build a modern style in office 
building and other locations.

Car door & Car wallCar door & Car wall

Entrance column & TransomEntrance column & Transom

Hairline finished stainless steel 

Painted steel sheet(T72-70D)
Milky-white resin lamp cover
Fluorescent lamp

Car door & Car wallCar door & Car wall

Entrance column & TransomEntrance column & Transom

The car top is composed of 
arc-shape resin lighting board, 
which shows the widely different 
concinnity feeling. The warm 
and fragrant light beam will 
overlay the whole space and 
generate a soft and bright 
visual effect.

Mirror finished Titanium-Gold 
color stainless steel with etching

Mirror finished Titanium-Bronze 
color stainless steel  

Hairline-finished stainless steel 
with etching

Ceiling type Ceiling type

Ceiling type Ceiling type

Ceiling type

Ceiling type

Ceiling type

Ceiling type

Mirror finished Titanium-Gold 
color stainless steel

Mirror finished Titanium-Gold 
color stainless steel

Mirror finished Titanium-Bronze 
color stainless steel  
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COB-Y19ACFC

IN-Y19ACBC IN-Y19ACPC

Actual color may vary slightly from the color shown in the pictures.

IN-Y19ABDC IN-Y19ABEC

HIN-Y19ABGC

Car Operating Board

COB-Y19ABNC

HLL-Y19ABJC

Face plate

Indicator Orange dot-matrix LED 

Button  Push button

COB-Y19ACFC COB-Y19ABKC COB-Y19ABLCCOB-Y19ABNC WCOB-Y19ABBC

(Sand-brushed + Mirror-
finished) stainless steel

Color LCD 

Push button

(Sand-brushed + Mirror-
finished) stainless steel

Color LCD 

Push button

Orange dot-matrix LED 

Push button

Orange dot-matrix LED 

Push button

Landing Fixtures

Face plate

Indicator
Orange dot-matrix LED 

Button  Push button

Color LCD （only IN-Y19ACPC）

COB-Y19ABKC COB-Y19ABLC

WCOB-Y19ABBC

Face plate

Indicator Orange dot-matrix LED 

Button  Push button

(Sand-brushed + Mirror-
finished) stainless steel

IN-Y19ACCC

HB-Y19ACEC IN-Y19ACDC

HIN-Y19ACHC

IN-Y19ABFC HB-Y19ABHC

Button Type

Resin button 
In response, the ring of 
button illuminate in orange.

RP-A1

Optional specifications

Resin button (black)
In response, the character 
illuminate in orange.

CP-A2

Standard specification

Resin button (white)
In response, the ring of 
button illuminate in orange.

CP-A1

OptionStandard

LCD

LCD

Hairline-finished 
stainless steel

Hairline-finished stainless steel

Hairline-finished 
stainless steel

Hairline-finished 
stainless steel
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Car Handrail

Hall Lantern 

( Hairline-finished stainless steel ) CPH-313F

（ Hairline finished titanium-gold color stainless steel ） CPH-313TF

( Hairline-finished stainless steel) CPH-316F

( Transparent acrylic resin ) CPH-317

( Hairline-finished stainless steel) CPH-301F
（ Hairline finished titanium-gold color stainless steel 
    + Hairline-finished stainless steel ） CPH-308

（ Hairline finished titanium-gold color stainless steel  ）
CPH-301TF

( Transparent acrylic resin ) CPH-325

HLL-410C HLL-413C

HLL-411C HLL-412C

（ Mirror finished titanium-gold color stainless steel ）
CPH-303TJ( Mirror-finished stainless steel ) CPH-303J

（ Hairline-finished stainless steel ） CPH-302TF

( Wood ) CPH-310TM

( Wood 
 + Hairline finished titanium-gold color stainless steel ) CPH-309TM

1car1car 2car2car

Actual color may vary slightly from the color shown in the pictures.

3 cars group control  3 cars group control  
Hall button + digital indicator (group control system: FLEX-N100, N200, and N300NX)

4-8 cars group control4-8 cars group control
Hall button + hall lantern (group control system: FLEX- N200, N300NX)

Landing Design

OptionStandard
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Items S pecification

Design Fixtures

Landing
Design

Narrow
Jamb

Wide
Jamb

Door

Transom

Sill

Hall button
with

Indicator

Hall
Indicator

Hall
Button

Hall
Lantern

OptionStandard

Stainless steel 
Extruded aluminum

Painted steel sheet

Hairline finished titanium-bronze color stainless steel with etching

Hairline-finished stainless steel with etching

Mirror-finished stainless steel

Mirror finished titanium-gold color stainless steel with etching

Hairline finished titanium-gold color stainless steel with etching

Mirror finished titanium-bronze color stainless steel with etching

Hairline-finished stainless steel

Mirror-finished stainless steel with etching

Mirror finished titanium-gold color stainless steel 

Hairline finished titanium-gold color stainless steel 

Mirror finished titanium-bronze color stainless steel 

Hairline finished titanium-bronze color stainless steel 

Mirror-finished stainless steel

Hairline-finished stainless steel

Mirror finished titanium-gold color stainless steel 

Hairline finished titanium-gold color stainless steel 

Mirror finished titanium-bronze color stainless steel 

Hairline finished titanium-bronze color stainless steel 

IN-Y19ACBC

IN-Y19ABDC

IN-Y19ABEC

IN-Y19ACPC

IN-Y19ABFC
HIN-Y19ABGC

IN-Y19ACDC

HIN-Y19ACHC

HB-Y19ABHC
HB-Y19ACEC

HLL-Y19ABJC

HLL-410C

HLL-413C

HLL-411C
HLL-412C

(for 1-car use only)

(for 2-car use only)

Car
Design

Ceiling

Wall and
Door

Return Panel
(Integrated with Entrance)

Transom

Kick Plate

Sill

Floor

Handrail

Car
Operating

Board

OptionStandard

CT-6083BRC

CT-415

CTT-18CF
CTT-18CE

CT-810G

CT-18CV

CT-821F

CT-18CW

CT-4111

CT-6083BPC

Hairline-finished stainless steel
Mirror-finished stainless steel

Hairline-finished stainless steel 
Stainless steel 
Extruded aluminum
Vinyl tile (2mm thick)
CPH-313F
CPH-313TF
CPH-325

CPH-303J
CPH-316F

CPH-301TF
CPH-308
CPH-303TJ
CPH-302TF

CPH-317
CPH-310TM

CPH-309TM
CPH-301F

WCOB-Y19ABBC

COB-Y19ACFC
COB-Y19ABNC

COB-Y19ABLC
COB-Y19ABKC

Hairline finished titanium-bronze color stainless steel with etching

Hairline-finished stainless steel with etching
Mirror-finished stainless steel

Mirror finished titanium-gold color stainless steel with etching

Hairline finished titanium-gold color stainless steel with etching

Mirror finished titanium-bronze color stainless steel with etching

Hairline-finished stainless steel

Mirror-finished stainless steel with etching

Mirror finished titanium-gold color stainless steel 

Hairline finished titanium-gold color stainless steel 

Mirror finished titanium-bronze color stainless steel 

Hairline finished titanium-bronze color stainless steel 

Hairline-finished stainless steel

Mirror-finished stainless steel

Mirror finished titanium-gold color stainless steel 

Hairline finished titanium-gold color stainless steel 

Mirror finished titanium-bronze color stainless steel 

Hairline finished titanium-bronze color stainless steel 

Painted steel sheet

Hairline-finished stainless steel

Mirror-finished stainless steel

Mirror finished titanium-gold color stainless steel 

Hairline finished titanium-gold color stainless steel 

Mirror finished titanium-bronze color stainless steel 

Hairline finished titanium-bronze color stainless steel 

Painted steel sheet

IN-Y19ACCC

Mirror finished titanium-gold color stainless steel 
Hairline finished titanium-gold color stainless steel 

Mirror finished titanium-bronze color stainless steel 
Hairline finished titanium-bronze color stainless steel 

Item Specification

Hairline-finished stainless steel
Mirror-finished stainless steel

Mirror finished titanium-gold color stainless steel 
Hairline finished titanium-gold color stainless steel 

Mirror finished titanium-bronze color stainless steel 
Hairline finished titanium-bronze color stainless steel 

Item Specification
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Colors and Patterns 

Ceiling

Actual color may vary slightly from the color shown in the pictures.

Functions

Main Specification 
Capacity

Speed

Maximum served floors

Maximum travel height

Control

Machine driving system

Operation

Door driving system

Door type

Standard Functions Optional Functions

Rescue operation to the nearest landing (safe stop)

Door opening failure rescue operation (safe stop)  

Automatic separation of elevator failure (2CAR,N100) 

Automatic return to main floor (2CAR, group control)

Attendant operation 

Independent operation  

Open door warning 

Overload warning (buzzer, voice announcement, signal indicator)

Anti-nuisance  

Behind car call cancellation 

Car call cancellation

Auto re-leveling  

Auto adjustment of door opening time

Door nudging 

Door abnormal inspection devices 

Five-way Interphone

Multiple beam

Alarm (top of the car) 

Emergency car lighting 

Automatic fan and light control

Automatic voice announcement system (VONIC) (English version)

Signal indication on the car operating board

Arrival chime (inside the car)

The Plasmacluster™ generating  devices (IONFUL)

Self-check operation at night 

Fire operation 

Fireman’s operation  

Load by-pass

Indicator of auto by-pass

Automatic return to main floor (1 car)

Parking operation 

Automatic run/stop operation (by timer)

Multiple beam with mechanical safety

Receptacle inside the Car 

Interface for Building Management System(BMS)

CCTV cable (Car-COP) 

Group supervisory control (GSO)

Earthquake rescue poeration ( WAVIC )

1050kg, 1200kg, 1350kg, 1600kg, 2000kg

3.0m/s, 3.5m/s, 4.0m/s

56 stops 

VVVF control, 32 bits complex computer distributed control 

Permanent synchronous gearless machine 

VVVF control 

2CO (2panels center opening) 

Selective-collective automatic operation (1-2 units), group supervisory control (3-8 units)

Standard 160m,  Option: 200m - Painted steel sheet (matted) -

Hall door and jamb
- Painted steel sheet (gloss)-

Floor
- Vinyl Tile -

Regenration- to- power device

Battery powered automtic landing operation ( LANDIC )

Only can be applied to ceiling CT-18CW/ CT-18CV and CT-810G

The etching patterns shown in the pictures are not to scale.

- Stainless Steel Etching -
Car wall, car door and hall door 
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Standard Functions 

Optional Functions

In this mode, the isolated car will only 
respond to car calls. Operation so selected 
with an external switch in the service cabinet 
on the car operation board.

Exclusive operation conducted by an elevator 
operator with the buttons and switches on the 
car operating board, ensuring smooth 
boarding and exiting of passengers or 
baggage.

If the elevator stops between floors, the 
elevator confirms the safety circuit and then 
automatically moves slowly to the nearest 
landing and opens the doors.

When an elevator arrives at a landing and 
cannot open the doors due to a problem 
jammed the door sill, the elevator will proceed 
to the next landing and opens the doors.

When one elevator breaks down, it will 
automatically separate itself from the system 
to guarantee normal operation of other 
elevators.（Available 2 or more cars）

A warning buzzer sounds if a passenger tries 
to forcibly open the elevator doors while the 
car is running.

When car is loaded beyond its rated capacity, 
elevator does not start, and sounds the 
buzzer with doors open.

The leveling of the car is automatically 
adjusted at the accuracy by the leveling 
device.

When the doors are held open beyond a 
pre-set period of time, the doors will slowly 
start closing while sounding a warning 
buzzer.

If the doors can not open or can not fully 
open within the pre-set period of time , the  
doors will automatically close and then 
response other calls. If the doors can not 
close within the pre-set period of time, it will 
repeat the closing action to clear the 
obstacles in the sill.

Infra-red beams will run the full opening height 
like a beam curtain. If any of the beams is 
interrupted, the closing doors will stop and 
re-open.

An interphone is installed in each car 
enabling communication with 5 sets of 
phones which are installed in the car, car top, 
in the elevator pit, elevator machine room and 
building manager room during emergency or 
elevator maintenance.  

When the emergency button is pressed, the 
buzzer will be activated.

When  the power for car lights is cut off due 
to the power failure, etc., emergency light 
in car is lit immediately for passengers' 
safety. (self-chargeable battery)

The elevator will automatically stop each floor 
after 0:00 am every night and then inspect 
operation condition and braking system.

The elevator will return to the pre-set main 
floor to stand by if car calls are not 
registered. (Available for 2 or more cars)

If an extraordinary number of car calls is 
registered compared to an in-car load, all 
registered car calls are automatically 
cancelled.

Car calls for a floor opposite to the direction in 
which the car is running will not be 
registered to prevent nuisance attempts.

The wrong floor selection can be 
cancelled by re-pressing the car call button 
twice in a row.

A microcomputer automatically improves 
operation efficiency as it adjusts the "door 
open dwell time " depending on the hall 
and car call's registration situation.

The ventilation fan and light will automati-
cally cut off when the elevator is not used.

By synthesized voice, an automatic 
announcement system informs the passen-
gers of the car direction, for arrival, door 
opening and closing actions, emergency 
instructions, etc.

In a  precise response to the current status of 
elevator operation, the signal indicator on 
COB indicates the appropriate texts such as 
“OVERLOAD”, “EMER. OPERATION. 
PLEASE EXIT FROM THE CAR” etc.  

A light electronic chime will sound with the 
arrival of the car.

To the ventilating system of GLVF-D, the 
Plasmacluster Ion generating system has 
been adopted for the first time in the 
industry. As the Plasmacluster Ion 
removes bacteria, viruses and allergens 
floating in the air, it will purify the air in the 
elevator and create a clean and comfortable 
space.

Fire operation   

In the event of a fire, the elevator is automati-
cally sent, non-stop, to an escape floor and  
shuts down operation.

Fireman’s operation  

In the event of a fire, the elevator is automati-
cally sent, non stop, to an escape floor and 
the elevator responds only car calls to 
facilitate rescue.

Multiple beam with mechanical safety 

Integrated function of Multi-beam and Mechani-
cal Safety.

Earthquake rescue operation (WAVIC)
In the event of an earthquake, the seismic 
sensor will detect a seismic wave and will put 
the elevator into emergency operation 
sending it to the nearest landing.

Load by-pass

When an elevator loaded close to capacity, it 
will bypass hall calls. The registered hall calls 
will be assigned to other elevators. 
(Available for 2 or more cars)

Indicator of load by-pass

When the load bypass is activated, “Load 
By-pass” will be indicated on the hall 
indicator.

Automatic return to main floor (1 car)
The elevator will return to the pre-set main 
floor to stand by if car calls are not registered.

Parking operation 

The elevator can be automatically parked at 
the pre-set floor with doors closing and turn 
off the lights and fan.

Automatic run/stop operation(by timer)

The timer function can be set in the computer 
board in COP to set time to be determined for 
auto run/stop car.

Receptacle inside the car 

Receptacle can be arranged inside the car. 
(Maximum capacity 1,000W)

Group supervisory control (GSO)

FLEX-NX system provide effective plural 
elevator operations. When a hall call is　
registered, the system selects an elevator 
which can respond to the call in the shortest. 
(Maximum 8 cars)

Data on elevator operation status can be 
transmitted to the Building Automatic system 
provided by customer.

Interface for building management system(BMS)

CCTV cable (Car-COP)　

The cable connecting camera inside the car 
and the COP in the hoistway.

Optional Functions
Independent operation 

Attendant operation 

Rescue operation to the nearest landing

Door opening failure rescue operation

Auto separation of elevator with failure 

Open door warning

Overload warning 

Auto re-leveling 

Door nudging 

Door abnormal inspection device 

Multiple beam

Five-way Interphone

Alarm  (top of the car)

Emergency car lighting 

Self-check operation at night

Automatic return to mail floor 

Anti-nuisance function

Behind car call cancellation

Car call cancelation

Auto adjustment of door opening time 

Automatic fan and light control 

Automatic voice announcement system
 (VONIC)（English version）

Signal indication on the car operating board 

Arrival chime ( Inside the car )

The Plasmacluster™ generating system 
(IONFUL)

Regeneration-to-power device

Elevator returns the regenerated power that is 
generated by the motor during the full-load 
down operation to the power supply unit. The 
regenerated power contributes to the 
reduction in power consumption since it can 
be used by other power equipment installed in 
the building.

Battery powered automatic landing operation 
(LANDIC)

There is no need to worry that passengers 
could be trapped in the car if it should stop 
between floors due to an unexpected power 
failure. With LANDIC, a compact battery 
powered control system operates the car to 
the nearest landing.
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hoistway

6

43

5

hoistway

W

MX

M
Y

Layout

Capacity
(kg)

Speed
(m/s)

Motor Power
（kW）

Rated Current
(A)

Accelerated 
Current

Equivalent 
Current(A)

Power 
Capacity(kVA) 

Open Circuit 
Cument(A)

Maximum Length of The Main Power Line(m) 

Power Supply Data 

Relevant Dimensions

Capacity
(kg)

Speed
(m/s)

Pit Depth
(P)

Machine Room Reaction (kN)Overhead
(OH)※2  

Machine Room Size※1
(MX)×(MY)×(MH) 

Hoistway
(X×Y)  

Car Inside
 (A×B)

Opening
 (W×H) 

unit not noted (mm)
Pit Reaction (kN) Hoistway Wall Reaction(kN)

When optional ceiling is applicable, the over head(OH) should be added by 150mm accordingly.

pit channel gate
[Notes]
(1)The actual value may differ from the above according to the specification.
(2)The rated short circuit breaking capacity is 7.5KA.
(3)When power capacity is selected, the voltage drop at full road and acceleration current should be fluctuated.
(4)Please prepare grounding wire specification according to relevant local code. 

(1)The actual value may differ from the above according to the specification.
[Notes]

（2）

Main Power Panel Control Panel

(1)Dimension tolerance of hoistway shall be +25mm/-0mm.
(2)The dimensions shall be based on  the hoistway with RC-structured.
(3)The hoistway's internal dimension shall be  after the pit waterproof finish.
(4)If the hoistway's internal dimension is too large, it is necessary to 
     provide intermediate beams.
(5)The hoistway's structural wall thickness shall be 150mm or more (not  
     including the finish).
(6)Machine room size shall be increased if the main power is less than 380V. 

[Notes]

reaction

water proofing
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